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Message from the Management

News from Agriso Systems
Dear Customers and Friends,
Following the release of the new OMP 10.0 in
June, the last three months have been devoted
to the rollout of the new version to our customers all over the world. Due to the shi to a new
back-end database technology OMP 10.0 requires some addi onal so ware prerequisites
that need to be installed. This meant that the
upgrade and data migra on process from OMP
9.3 to OMP 10.0 was somewhat diﬀerent and
poten ally more complicated than previous version upgrades. Such a shi to a new system is
always a bit of a challenge especially for IT departments in larger companies with mul ple
OMP users, and due to our diverse user base using various versions of Access and Windows in
diﬀerent countries some unforeseen challenges
are to be expected. However, using remote support and tools we have been able to help out our
customers with the update and iron out the
smaller issues, so that now the majority of our
users are successfully running the new OMP version. We expect that those who have completed
the migra on can look forward to future update
procedures that will be much easier than previous OMP version as e.g. no manual relinking or
data import is required anymore in OMP 10.
Of course, development has been ongoing alongside the OMP 10 rollout. The majority of our development team have already been busy working
on new features and addi ons for the next update. As usual, many of these have been based
on user requests and feedback. For example, we
have been working to make the global ﬁlter in
OMP more ﬂexible so that users can decide for

themselves, which ﬁelds
should be ﬁlterable.
Other changes include
the addi on of new
block status ﬁelds for
the general harvest
method and water conserva on measures, a
BMP status ﬁeld as well
as various new se ngs
and calcula on op ons for the age calcula on
and OMP Fer lizer Planner. A major project
apart from the exis ng OMP programs is the development of a new standalone OMP-GIS applica on. This new program will replace the exis ng func onali es of previous OMP-GIS versions but without requiring any host program
such as MapInfo or ArcGIS. Besides this, it will
add new func ons such as point maps for OMP
FS point data.
The main feature ar cle in this newsle er focuses on the OMP-BBC module for crop forecas ng
based on black bunch counts. It explains how the
various se ngs and conﬁgura on op ons work
together to yield the ﬁnal forecast result. By
looking at real sample data from an estate using
OMP-BBC we show that this provides a cheap,
veriﬁable system for crop forecas ng to a high
level of accuracy. As usual, the newsle er is
wrapped up with a what’s new sec on containing a look at some of the things our dev team is
working on.
With best regards,
Max Kerstan
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Crop forecasts with OMP-BBC
Short-term crop forecasts on the basis of black
bunch coun ng (BBC) can be an extremely useful
tool for planta on managers. Crop forecas ng
can in par cular help with planning of labor, milling and transport requirements and can also be
used as an indicator of possible issues such as
crop the or harves ng problems if there are
signiﬁcant diﬀerences between forecast and actual harvests. Despite these poten al advantages, BBC crop forecasts remain a contenous topic among oil palm managers due to the
labor required and problems with forecast accuracy. However, as we will see in the following
these issues can be brought under control by using a database system like OMP-BBC to prepare
the crop forecasts and OMP Field Survey to collect data.
When using the OMP Field Survey app to collect
the data, one surveyor can easily carry out the
black bunch count for a 30 ha block in a day. Assuming a survey-child block system where one
block in ﬁve is surveyed, this means the eﬀec ve
labor cost of carrying out the monthly BBC forecast is trivial at about 0.2 md/block/month. OMP
-BBC and OMP-FS make it very easy to retrospecvely analyze accuracy and verify that bunch
counts were carried out at the right palms. This
greatly helps to improve forecast accuracy as
surveyors are aware that they are accountable
for the quality of the results. This together with
the powerful data analysis features including
forecast vs actual comparisons makes crop forecas ng with OMP-BBC cheap, easy and extremely useful.
In this ar cle, we take a look at how the diﬀerent
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the OMP-BBC module come together to produce
the ﬁnal forecast result. Understanding the
eﬀect of these assump ons also makes it clear
that it can be very helpful to look at some intermediate results that can contain very useful informa on while having a smaller margin of error
than the ﬁnal monthly produc on forecast.
The basic principle of BBC forecas ng is very simple and can be summarized by the following formula:
tn = b x p x fn x l x wn / 1000
(1)
n = 1,…, 4 speciﬁes the number of months a er
the black bunch count was carried out.
tn is the output in tons in the n-th month a er
the black bunch count.
b is the black bunch count in black bunches per
palm.
p is the number of palms in the block under considera on.
fn is the frac on of the black bunches that are
expected to be ripe n months a er the count.
l is a bunch loss factor for losses between the
ﬁeld and the mill.
wn is the expected bunch weight in the n-th
month a er the count.
Clearly, to achieve a high forecast accuracy we
must strive to minimize errors in each of the four
factors in the formula, which will be individually
discussed below.
The number of black bunches per palm, b, is typically obtained in a straigh orward manner by
surveyors explicitly coun ng the bunches at a
certain growth stage in the ﬁeld. In order to maximize the accuracy of this raw data, it is important to ensure that surveyors are appropriately trained to correctly iden fy bunches in the
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right growth stage and that pruning standards
are maintained appropriately to make it easier to
see the black bunches, par cularly in older
palms. In order to avoid excessive labor requirements, most companies avoid carrying out the
black bunch counts in every block and far less
every palm. Instead, it has proven eﬀec ve to
choose a representa ve subset of survey blocks
and then count the black bunches at roughly
every tenth palm in every tenth row. To ensure
consistency between successive forecasts, it is
strongly recommended to always carry out the
counts at the same palms. A very eﬀec ve way
of carrying out these BBC surveys is to use the
OMP Field Survey smartphone app. It is then
possible to mark the BBC palms with certain QR
code cards that can be scanned by the app to
ensure that the surveyors have carried out the
surveys at the right loca on. In OMP-BBC, for
each year you can choose which of the blocks in
your planta on are designated as BBC survey
blocks. Black bunch count data entry then simply
consists of entering the survey date, the number
of palms surveyed and the total number of black
bunches counted in each survey block. To each
survey block you can assign a set of “child”
blocks, in which no actual count is carried out
and instead the black bunches per palm result

from the associated survey block is used. Clearly,
if you choose not to survey every block then the
assignment of child blocks to survey blocks is a
very important factor that can aﬀect the accuracy of your produc on forecast in the child blocks.
In par cular, child blocks should be assigned to
survey blocks with similar base characteris cs
(same age, soil type, plan ng material etc).
In OMP-BBC, the palm stand p in formula 1 is taken from the underlying OMP block data set and
thus does not require any addi onal data entry.
Nevertheless, it is obvious that an accurate palm
count in each block is a requirement for an accurate BBC crop forecast.
The distribu on frac ons fn are input parameters
that have to be speciﬁed in OMP-BBC. If your
planta on already has a historical produc on
data set in OMP, you can base the distribu on
frac ons on the historical monthly distribu on.
This distribu on can be automa cally copied and
used in OMP-BBC, see ﬁgure 2. While the distribu on calculated from the historical monthly
spread is generally a good star ng point, it is recommended that you review this regularly for
greater accuracy. In par cular, you might want to
change the distribu on to account for a changing

Figure 1: Assignment form for survey blocks and child blocks in OMP-BBC.
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Figure 2: Form for specifying distribu on of 4-month forecast.
planta on age proﬁle or speciﬁc clima c factors
like an extended drought. To avoid the uncertainty of this monthly distribu on, in many cases
it can make sense to look at a total forecast for
the produc on of the next 4 months rather than
an individual month’s forecast. For this reason,
OMP-BBC contains a number of forms and reports that show the 4-month forecasted bunches
and output.
The expected bunch loss rate l can be used to
account for the fact that some planta ons record
the actual produc on in OMP using the number
of bunches that actually arrive at the mill, instead of the number harvested in the ﬁeld. These
two numbers can be diﬀerent due to losses during transporta on, ro ng of bunches le for too
long at the side of the road etc. The number of
bunches directly derived from the black bunch
count is clearly an es mate of the number of
bunches that will actually be available to be harvested in the ﬁeld. If you have signiﬁcant bunch
losses, and you want to forecast your produc on
for the number of bunches that really reach the
mill, you can use the new bunch loss rate se ng
to reduce the number of bunches accordingly. As
the loss rates might be diﬀerent in diﬀerent parts
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OMP 10.0 allows you to enter diﬀerent bunch
loss rates by division and year, see ﬁgure 3.

Figure 3: Bunch loss rate entry form in OMP-BBC
10.0.
The ﬁnal factor needed to calculate the monthly
tons is the bunch weight factor, wn. OMP 10.0
supports two fundamentally diﬀerent methods
for calcula ng this bunch weight (see ﬁgure 4).
Both op ons have some advantages and disadvantages and it is up to you to choose which cal-
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cula on method is best suited for your plantaon. The op on “historical ABW by palm age” is
the calcula on that was used in OMP 9.3. Here
the program uses the historical average bunch
weight for the palm age of each block. All blocks
with the same palm age therefore use the same
bunch weight during the forecast. The advantage
of this method is that it is typically averaged over
a lot of data and is thus not sensi ve to data entry mistakes or short term ﬂuctua ons in data.
The disadvantage is that the average being calculated over all blocks and all years in your OMP
database can mean that the predic ons are distorted by old data. Furthermore, predicted produc on for the same months can change even
without edi ng any of the BBC data explicitly, as
the ABW averages are changed by new producon data as me goes on. This can be slightly
confusing as prin ng the same BBC forecast report at diﬀerent mes can lead to diﬀerent forecasted tons.
The new op on “ABW from previous month from
same block plus expected monthly increase”

does not rely on averages over many blocks. Instead, for each block the program looks up the
actual ABW for that speciﬁc block in the month
before the census (month x-1). The ABW typically increases over me as palms get older, the
forecast average bunch weight for months x+1 to
x+4 is then calculated by adding the expected
monthly bunch weight increase on to the previous month’s value. For the monthly increase,
one possibility is to enter a ﬁxed monthly increment directly on the crop forecast se ngs page.
Alterna vely, the expected monthly increase can
be calculated based on the ABW proﬁle by palm
age modulated by the expected monthly ABW
growth rate entered by land class in the OMPDBMS picker deﬁni ons. This op on allows for
more detailed modelling if you have strong seasonality in your ABW growth rates or large diﬀerences between diﬀerent land classes. The main
advantage of the new calcula on op on is that
the ABW is always based on the most recent actual ABW data in each block, so that this is not
distorted by old data or by other data from
blocks in completely diﬀerent parts of your es-
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tate. The main disadvantage is that it is suscep ble to outliers, so a mistake in calcula ng the
ABW in a single month in one block can throw
that block’s produc on forecast oﬀ.

unrealis c forecasts due to outliers or data entry
mistakes, but also increases acceptance and
means the ﬁeld managers cannot blame the program for an unrealis c forecast.

As we will see below, the produc on forecast
calculated by OMP-BBC using the various se ngs
above can reach a high level of accuracy. Despite
this, it is strongly recommended that ﬁeld managers should regularly review and adjust the
forecast to account for other factors that they
may expect to impact the upcoming produc on.
For example, this might include availability of
harvesters, current weather condi ons and
weather forecasts, pest or disease outbreaks etc.
To account for this, OMP-BBC allows managers
to enter an adjusted forecast output value at division or ﬁeld level, together with comments on
the reasons for the adjustment. Making it a roune that ﬁeld managers must review and adjust
the forecast not only removes the poten al for

To illustrate the eﬀects of diﬀerent forecast opons, we look at real forecast data from a plantaon that uses OMP-BBC. The planta on in queson has an area of about 10,000 ha and predominantly young palms between 4 and 7 years old
in the me period under considera on. This real
life data shows that it is indeed possible to
achieve a high level of accuracy with a correctly
carried out black bunch count forecas ng system.
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The most basic forecast quan ty we can consider
is the 4-month bunch forecast. This quan ty depends on the fewest assump ons as it does not
rely on either the monthly frac ons fn nor the
bunch weights wn in formula (1). Indeed, ﬁgure 5
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Figure 6: Monthly bunch forecast vs actual
shows a very close rela onship between forecast
and actual. Next let us consider the monthly
bunch forecast, see ﬁgure 6. Clearly the discrepancy between forecast and actual value is much
larger, however the graph suggests that this may
be more due to high month-on-month ﬂuctua-
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ons in the actual bunch harvest rather than the
forecast.
Next, let us take a look at the 4-month producon forecast (ﬁgure 7), which depends on the
bunch weight but not the monthly distribu on
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Forecast method

Average difference [%]

Average absolute difference [%]

Raw, ABW by palm age

- 9.2

11.4

Raw, ABW by block

- 8.0

13.7

5.2

9.4

Adjusted

Table 1: Forecast vs actual for 4-month output
frac ons. To show the eﬀects of the diﬀerent
calcula on se ngs, we have included the raw
produc on forecast with both possible se ngs
for the average bunch weight calcula on outlined above. We also include the adjusted forecast prepared by the ﬁeld managers. In general,
all three forecast values are rela vely close to
the actual produc on but each forecast calculaon method has me periods where it is rela vely more or less accurate than the others.
To compare the diﬀerent forecast methods in
more detail, let us look at the average of the
diﬀerence between forecast and actual in percent. As a more stringent measure of the forecast accuracy we also consider the average of the
absolute value of this diﬀerence. Table 1 shows
that in this instance, the manager’s adjusted
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forecast indeed achieved the overall greatest
accuracy, whereas both raw forecast calcula on
methods were rela vely similar in their overall
accuracy.
Finally, we consider the highest level of detail,
namely the monthly produc on forecast. Again
we compare raw forecasts with both ABW calcula on methods, the adjusted forecast, and the
actual produc on. Figure 8 again shows a very
good general forecast accuracy for all forecast
methods, with only the adjusted forecast for
months 8 and 9 appearing signiﬁcantly too high.
Table 2 again shows the averaged diﬀerence and
absolute diﬀerence for each forecast method.
While the raw forecast with the ABW by block
calcula on method had the highest accuracy in
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Forecast method

Average difference [%]

Average absolute difference [%]

Raw, ABW by palm age

-2.3

14.9

Raw, ABW by block

- 1.8

12.0

Adjusted

11.1

15.6

Table 2: Forecast vs actual for 4-month output
this instance, all three forecast methods were
again broadly similar in terms of their overall accuracy. However, the larger posi ve value of the
average diﬀerence shows that the manager’s adjustment tended to systema cally overes mate
the output whereas the raw forecasts ﬂuctuated
more randomly, being above or below the actual
output in diﬀerent months.
As outlined in this ar cle, OMP-BBC provides a
powerful applica on to generate produc on

Oil palm: planta on, Sabah by Lian Pin Koh

forecasts based on black bunch counts and contains various se ngs and op ons to help you
customize how the forecast is calculated. The
real life examples discussed in this ar cle illustrate that neither of the two ABW calcula on
op ons is inherently more accurate than the other – and in fact even the adjusted forecast is not
necessarily always more accurate than the raw
forecast. We recommend that you experiment
and try out some of the diﬀerent op ons to ﬁnd
the best combina on for your estate.
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From the developers desk
A selec on of the on-going developments and plans which are part of our constant eﬀorts to con nue
to improve Agriso products.

OMP-GIS

OMP-DBMS



Completely new standalone thema c
mapping applica on



Block-level ﬁeld for general harvest method used in this block



Independent of GIS host programs like
ArcGIS and MapInfo



Flexible ﬁltering system with op on to
choose ﬁelds to include in ﬁlter



Easy method of adding layers such as
roads or rivers



Addi onal block ﬁelds for water conserva on measures and BMP status



Improved handling and management of
yearly base maps



Rule-based system for maturity ages



Add op on to specify whether age in year
of plan ng should be counted as 0 or 1



Improved palm census recording



Nutrient applica on vs recommenda on
reconcilia on form



Addi onal grouping op ons on monthly
fer lizer recommenda on vs actual



Mapping using user-deﬁned thema c
ranges for all numeric parameters



Point maps for geo-referenced OMP Field
Survey results



Con nued support for custom background layers and expor ng to PDF or
Google Earth



Poten al op ons of downloading satellite imagery including spectral imagery

Add-ins


OMP-FP: implement handling of exis ng fer lizer stocks



OMP-BBC: add op on to enter the monthly distribu on for crop ripening on division basis



OMP-BBC: improve totals line on manager’s adjustment form



OMP-FS: point type “Palm row”



OMP-HRR: analysis of produc vity by harvest method

